
Fish Story fiend returns to town
with a soft-boil- complexion and
a brand-ne- w fish fable of the north-
ern lakes. He will tell you about
gunning for blue-finn- salmon that
roost in tr&es with all the sincerity
of Jonah after he had given up his
room-and-ba- th in the whale.

The Fish Story is an innocent
hobby. So is cornet solo playing,
but both shquld be harnessed to
Maxim silencers and banished north
of 53!

ALL KNOWLEDGE IN
ONE PLACE

"Send me all the knowledge in the
world on MAN!"

A large order, that. And it sounds
absurd, too, as it is the fond belief
of the ordinary human being that
nobody in the world has all the
knowledge on any particular subject

And yet it is seriously proposed to
establish a bureau or office some-
where in the world that will do just
that thing. In other words, it is d

to establish a clearing house of
knowledge so that everything known
of any subject may be had by any-
one who applies therefore.

Of course, there will likely be some
fee attached to the process and
equally, of course, the idea has not
yet gone beyond the stage of being
a mere proposition, but it opens a
wonderful field for speculation to
anyone interested in such things and
tilings and is not really as imprac-
ticable as it sounds.

As is well known, investigations of
many subjects of importance of man-
kind are going on in every section of
the world. Men and women of every
nation are hard at work solving the
problems of life everywhere. In many
instances people are working along
the same lines who do not know each
other and never heard of what eaoh
is doing. The investigations of these
people, if exchanged, would be of
great benefit to the various inves-
tigators nd. would help in he. final

solving of the problems. Something
of the kind has been done in Ger-
many in the establishment of a bu-
reau for the benefit of men engaged
in certain scientific investigations.

But the present proposition is
much broader than that for the es-

tablishment of the "brain
trust," about which something has
already been written, itf involves the
establishment of a plape of deposit
of all knowledge on all subjects. ,

It is pointed out that knowledge
knows no race or creed; that the
Caucasian, the Mongol, the Negro
and all the other races and divisions
of races of mankind are engaged in
investigations of a scientific,com,--1
mercial or other practicaj'kindJtr
would be of immense benefit Itfa
man who is about to undertake a
business or an investigation should
be able to get from a single source
all the information in the world on
the particular subject that interested
him. This would save him an im-
mense amount of time and trouble.
Also he might find that the very
problem he intended to attack had
already been solved by some one in
some far nation in some way tha
he had not thought of.
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NIX ON THE COAT

Protests just now appear to be 1
The leading Japan industry.
She seems determined, you may note,
That Uncle Sam should get her goat-Sh-e

tries to lose it evry day
And starts it headed our way,
But Uncle Sam is wise, you Tmow,
And shoos it back, ft TQkjo,
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